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an interview with tristin lowe
The moon, Earth's only satellite, has been a source of m ystery and wonder

JT Have recent scientific discoveries about the moon influenced you?

since the beginning of recorded history, and probably before that as

TL Yes, there has been an amazing array of discoveries in and about space in the last

well. Inspired to understand its powerful presence and e ffe c ts— from

few years: from the first major collision of two artificial satellites in low Earth orbit on

gravitational pull, tidal flow, and magnetic fields to its impact on animal

February 11, 2009, to the recent discoveries of black holes in the center of all the galaxies

and human behavior— a rtists and writers as well as scien tists have

to searching for the God particle using the Large Hadron Collider to the recent discovery

studied the moon for centuries.

of twenty-six gallons of water found by smashing a satellite into the moon. There’s an

Using low-tech but labor-intensive methods and materials, sculptor

irony to this crash experiment, in that studies of the moon rocks from the Apollo mission

Tristin Lowe has created an interpretation of the moon to fill the Museum 's

actually go deeper, revealing much more information about frozen water crystals and

Lower Farago Gallery. Lunacy is an inflatable sphere, about twelve and

what lurks within the moon.

a half feet in diameter, that is covered in white felt, an ancient fabric,
formed through a process of matting and pressing, that absorbs energy,

JT What about representations of the moon in literature and sci-fi films?

light, and sound. The felt surface, composed of fourteen sections sewn

TL I think about the moon as a place somewhere between The Little Prince and Waiting

together, is aston ish ingly hand-worked. Myriad raised craters and rings

for Godot.

approximate rather than replicate the moon's terrain.

JT How so?

Lowe's previous interpretations of animate and inanimate objects,

TL I’m drawn to the shadow place or space that exists between things. The search for

often made from unexpected materials ranging from bourbon and smoke

something greater involves both the zealous innocence of youth, which we see in The

to fabric and fur, are characteristically comical and absurd. In contrast,

Little Prince, and the feelings of absurdity and fatalistic abandonment endured by

his current work, which focuses on outer space, planets, satellites, black

Vladimir and Estragon in Waiting for Godot. The shadow space is somehow represented

holes, gravity, and orbital motion, seems more subdued and contemplative

in both b612 (the asteroid where the Little Prince lives) and the barren mound of earth

but equally surprising.

on which Vladimir and Estragon wait in Waiting for Godot.

In the following interview, conducted via e-mail in spring 2010, Lowe
reflects on art, science, and life in relation to his latest work with Judith
Tannenbaum, Richard Brown Baker Curator of Contemporary Art.
Judith Tannenbaum U nder the Influence features a large, felt-covered sculpture

of the moon, but this simple description doesn’t do justice to the complex process
required to fabricate the work and the profound fascination and metaphorical
richness the piece alludes to. I’m curious to know how your interest in the moon
evolved. Have you been thinking about making this piece for a long time?
Tristin Lowe I can remember being a kid lying down and staring up at the night sky
and feeling a sense of wonderment and awe about being both tiny and infinitesimal
and at the same time connected to this vast panoramic universe. So yes, I guess I’ve
been thinking about the moon and the universe at large for a long time. But recently,
while working on M ocha D ic k — a life-size re-creation of the albino sperm whale that
inspired Herman Melville’s M oby Dick, which I made in collaboration with The Fabric
Workshop and Museum— I began to visualize The details of his skin, withthe sewing and
stitching of barnacles and squid marks, topographically, as a type of land- or moonscape.
For Heaven on Earth, a show at the Philadelphia gallery Little Berlin, I fabricated a moon

Installing Lunacy (artist in foreground), The RISD Museum, Providence, 2010.

p h o to : joan w yand

about fifty-two inches in diameter out of masking tape [Moonshine, 2009]. For another
show [Wimpel! Wrapped Wishes, Philadelphia Museum of Jewish Art, 2010], I focused on
the idea that the singularity was caused not by a big bang but by a big bump between

JT You’ve made a number of monumental inflatable sculptures over the years —

including the one-eyed blue Alice figures and the recent M ocha Dick , which, like
is made of white felt. What inspired you to use inflatables?

Lunacy,

two different dimensional membranes or realities.

TL Initially it was the air and breath —I wanted to inflate, to aspire. Inflatables also have
all these great toy and childlike qualities. There’s something really amazing about how
they create a form using a skin or membrane and air. And it is a wonderful way to get the
scale and physical definition I need, along with some portability.
JT Are there particular challenges with inflatables?
TL Most of the inflatables I’ve made have needed a timer-controlled fan, which can
be great because it allows you to manipulate and animate the piece. But the sound of
the fan and the reliance on electricity can be problematic. I wanted a stillness and
a quietness for the moon so I’m using a sealed, air-tight armature.
JT Lunacy is richly patterned with craters that rise up from the surface and rings

that appear to be embossed. How did you create this remarkable surface?
TL It’s a rather absurd and time-consuming process involving tweezers, small brushes,
sizing, and a comb-over technique. It took about three hours per square foot to create
the surface detail, and the piece is 490 square feet overall.
JT Wow, that’s a lot of labor. How realistically do these patterns resemble those
Mocha Dick, 2009. Installation view, The Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia,

ph o to : t r is t in lowe

of actual craters on the moon?
TL I did study the moon, and I positioned some craters to scale and in accordance with

JT The Space Race between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. and the subsequent moon

density patterns, but I wasn’t interested in making a model of the moon. I don’t think

landing in 1969 shaped a generation. Do you have early memories or experiences of
the moon?

waning, so we all have our own image of the moon. I don’t think it takes much to elicit

TL I was only three years old during the landing. But later I remember my grandparents

it needs to be that specific. The moon is always in flux, in various stages of waxing and
this image and to create our own moon experience.

would take my brother Gavin and me to the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base museum

JT This work seems quieter and more contemplative than most of your previous

[the National Museum of the United States Air Force, near Dayton, Ohio] almost every
and a few of the tiny nosecone cockpits or capsules that protected the astronauts.

work, which tended toward a messier stream of consciousness and the abject or
absurd, although often tempered with humor. Does this new work represent a shift
of mood or frame of mind for you?

summer. They had in their collection huge rockets used during the first stages of flight
I actually did a piece called Rocket Clown [1994] where I attached this little clown muse

TL Things have been pared down. There’s a different sense of time, a different type of

to a rocket and lit it off inside the Vox Populi gallery in Philadelphia. On opening night,

movement, a gravity, a silting and settling. The felt exhibits a lot of these qualities for

a two-foot flame shot out for a second or two and then the nosecone came popping

me. There’s a stillness to it – it’s stiller than still. Felt is supposedly the oldest fabric and

off. Everybody cracked up, the whole place filled with smoke, and the crowd screamed

it has all these amazing qualities: it insulates, filters, and soaks up vibration and sound.

for another launch.

It’s this great absorber, sucking everything up slowly. I see it as almost sedimentary.

artist biography
JT Time and movement are fundamental qualities of the moon. The moon is

Tristin Lowe was born in Boston in 1966. He studied at Parsons School of Design,

constantly changing throughout the month – both its position in the sky and its
physical appearance as it waxes from a thin crescent to a full sphere and then
wanes from full to new or unseen. Does this cycle affect your piece?

which he received his BFA in 1990. The recipient of a Pew Fellowship in the Arts (1994-95)

Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, and Massachusetts College of Art, from
and the Lois Fernley Award for Excellence and Innovation from Arcadia University

TL I’m not sure. Even though the moon is continually moving in and out of the shadows,

(2001), he has been artist in residence at three Philadelphia-based institutions: Girard

it’s always there, even in the daylight. The moon seems to exist within a much slower

College (2003-2004), Rosenbach Museum and Library (1998), and The Fabric Workshop

sense of time, in terms of billions of years, evolutionary time.

and Museum (1998). He was also a fellow at the Fine Arts Work Center, Provincetown,

JT Do you have any thoughts about how you would like Museum visitors to

experience the work?

Massachusetts (1990-91). A co-founder and co-director of the Philadelphia non-profit
gallery Blohard from 1999 until 2000, Lowe lives and works in Philadelphia and has
exhibited throughout the United States and internationally. His work is in the collections

TL I want it to be an intimate respite, like an island floating in a vast ocean of space

of the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in

or like a book – something concrete and tangible that you are drawn to, pulled in

Philadelphia; the Brodsky Center for Innovative Editions at Rutgers, The State University

by its gravity.

of New Jersey, New Brunswick; and The West Collection, Oaks, Pennsylvania, among

Our connection to the moon is both familiar and unknown. There’s a relationship

others. Lowe is represented by Fleisher/Ollman Gallery in Philadelphia.

between Earth and moon – they’re linked. The current theory is that the moon, formerly
a Mars-sized object, collided with Earth some 4.6 billion years ago, when both were

selected solo exhibitions

still molten. In the momentum from impact, the moon lost most of its iron and heavy

Tristin Lowe: M ocha Dick, Williams College Museum of Art, Williamstown, Massachusetts

metals, which were absorbed by Earth’s gravitational forces. The moon and Earth were

(2010); M ocha D ick in the Invisible World (two-person show with Paul Swenbeck),

partially broken up, each became part of the other, and the two orbits became linked.

Fleisher/Ollman Gallery, Philadelphia (2009); Tristin Lowe, Royal Hibernian Academy,

Now adrift, the moon is impressionable, passive. The craters are the physical remains

Dublin (2005); Alice in Wee, New Langton Arts, San Francisco (1998); September (Sleepy

of almost every encounter it’s ever had. There’s no strong atmosphere to protect its

Hollow), Vox Populi, Philadelphia (1994).

surface, which is comprised of rock and a fine talc-like powder, so every mark, whether
left by footprint or asteroid, is left for eternity.
JT Have you thought about how your moon relates to its surroundings?
TL I wanted to create something that was large enough to interact with the space

selected group exhibitions
Tristin Lowe, Virgil Marti, Peter Rose and Ryan Trecartin, The Fabric Workshop and

Museum, Philadelphia (2009); N ew M ed ia/N ew Materials, Contemporary Arts Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio (2007); Material World, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, Australia

and that could be encountered from multiple perspectives. I think a lot about how a

(2002); Pete and Repeat, D.U.M.B.O. Center for the Arts, Brooklyn, New York (2001); The

viewer comes upon a piece and engages with it. Different perspectives initiate different

Fabric Workshop and M useum au Centre d ’Art Contemporain, Centre d’Art Contemporain,

psychological relationships to a piece.

Geneva, Switzerland (2001); New Voice s/ N e w Visions, University Art Gallery, University of

JT In reality, humans are only able to see one side of the moon, while the “dark

California, San Diego (1999); Twenty Philadelphia Artists: Celebrating Fleisher Challenge at

side of the moon,” made famous by Pink Floyd’s album of the same name, remains
unseen. How does Visither I , your neon light sculpture, function in the installation?

Art, Philadelphia (1996).

TL Now that I’ve finally gotten Lunacy sewn and up and it’s in the round, I’m really
enjoying the way it sits there in your space and how the light plays off it. To accompany
the moon I’ve created a neon piece that casts a blue/purple light on the walls – it looks

Twenty, Philadelphia Museum of Art (1998); You Talkin’ To Me?, Institute of Contemporary
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almost like dusk. The cool electrical quality of the neon sculpture contrasts with the

Alex Baker, “Truffle Hunting and Pheromone Tales,” in Tristin Lowe: Withering Heights,

softer nature of the felt, while the light on the front side of the moon is warmer. The light

Glenside, PA: Arcadia University Art Gallery, 2006.

also suggests a “terminator line,” which is the line on the moon where the tone changes

Roberta Fallon, “Sock on This: Tristin Lowe’s Carnival of Hosiery, Intestines and Wrinkled

from light to shadow.

Genitalia Rocks,” The Philadelphia Weekly, October 18, 2006.

There’s actually another amazing phenomenon of light that occurs on the moon. The
astronauts wrote notes about seeing it. It’s called electrostatic levitation and it happens
when the sunlight rakes across the surface of the moon, which gives it a static charge,
then streams through its fine, talc-like dust, forcing it up, moving ever so slowly and

Marion Boulton Stroud, New Material as New Media: The Fabric Workshop and Museum,
Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2003.
Eileen Neff, “Tristin Lowe/Richard Harrod, Blohard Gallery,” Artforum, March 2000.

floating and glowing kilometers into the sky. I believe these electrostatically charged

John Ravenal, Twenty Philadelphia Artists: Celebrating Fleisher Challenge at Twenty,

particles of moon dust are what give the full moon its amazing halo. Some of this dust

Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1998.

actually ends up on Earth.

Kenneth Baker, “High and Lowe,” San Francisco Chronicle, August 6, 1998.

JT The title of the show, Under the Influence, is provocative. Can you talk about the

Paulo Columbo and Patrick Murphy, You Talkin’ To M e?, Philadelphia: Institute of

title and its references?

Contemporary Art, University of Pennsylvania, 1996.

TL The title is loaded and has multiple meanings. First, it aligns with a major theme in
my work, the struggle between control and lack of control. While working on this piece I
felt a particular sense of losing control, of falling under the influence, groping in the dark.
At the same time, I would find these small islands of concrete meaning that would allow
me to take the next leap into the void. I never want to limit my work to only what the
conscious mind can conceive of, but this occasional lucidity is critical.
Being “under the influence” also refers to altered states of consciousness attributed
to the effects of alcohol and psychedelic drugs – and of course the moon. The moon has
long been thought to have a direct influence on our psyche. I am interested in the mental
states that have been attributed to the moon: mania, a trancelike, altered, or heightened
state of awareness, a clairvoyance that borders on lunacy. Lunacy is derived from the Old
French lunatique, from the late Latin lunaticus (“moonstruck”), and from the Latin l una
(“moon”). That’s where the title of the sculpture comes from.
But beyond literal lunacy, we are all under the influence of the moon: the days and
months are based on the cycles of the moon and so are the tides. The fact that most life
forms on the planet are comprised of roughly 60 percent water leads me to believe that
we all are under the influence. The moon takes over our imagination every night as we
enter the dream state. The moon is the great incubator of mythology and lore, spawning

Visither 1, 2010. Installation view, The RISD Museum, Providence,

ph o to : er ik g o u ld

creatures of the night like vampires, werewolves, and tricksters. In Maori, the word for
moon, mana, describes a pervasive supernatural or magical power.
In Lunacy there’s a bit of the supernatural or otherworldly or the subconscious at
work. I intentionally left the door open to that which is beyond our grasp, untouchable,
unknowable, uncontrollable, and mysterious.
JT Would you like to travel to the moon?
TL I would.
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works in the exhibition
Tristin Lowe, Lunacy, 2010
Sewn felt over PVC vinyl inflatable armature, approx. 121/2 feet diameter
Lent by the artist, courtesy of Fleisher/Ollman Gallery, Philadelphia

Tristin Lowe, Visither 1,2010
Neon, 20 × 48 × 26 inches
Lent by the artist, courtesy of Fleisher/Ollman Gallery, Philadelphia
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